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Abstract—The problem of mining high utility sequential patterns (HUSP) has been studied recently. Existing solutions are mostly memory-based, which assume that data can fit into the main memory of a computer. However, with advent of big data, such an assumption does not hold any longer. Hence, existing algorithms are not applicable to the big data environments, where data are often distributed and too large to be dealt with by a single machine. In this paper, we propose a new framework for mining HUSPs in big data. A distributed and parallel algorithm called BigHUSP is proposed to discover HUSPs efficiently. At its heart, BigHUSP uses multiple MapReduce-like steps to process data in parallel. We also propose a number of pruning strategies to minimize search space in a distributed environment, and thus decrease computational and communication costs, while still maintaining correctness. Our experiments with real life and large synthetic datasets validate the effectiveness of BigHUSP for mining HUSPs from large sequence datasets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, huge volumes of data are produced in the form of sequences [1]. Frequent sequential pattern mining is an important task in data mining to discover sequences of itemsets that frequently appear in a dataset of sequences [2]. In [3], the authors showed that such approaches may not be sufficiently practical for industrial needs. This is due to the fact that many patterns returned by sequential pattern mining are not particularly related to a business need so that business people do not know which patterns are truly interesting and actionable for their business. In view of this, high utility sequential pattern (HUSP) mining was introduced [4] to extract valuable and useful sequential patterns from data by considering a business objective such as profit, user’s interest, cost, etc. A sequence is a high utility sequential pattern (HUSP) if its utility, defined based on the business objective (e.g., profit), in a dataset is no less than a minimum utility threshold.

Although a few preliminary works have been conducted on HUSP mining, the existing studies (e.g., [5], [4]) are memory-based, which assume that data can fit in main memory of a single machine and do not consider the real-life applications that involve big data. Below are three examples drawn from retail business, news portal and bioinformatics, where data are too huge to fit into the main memory of a single machine and mining HUSPs from such big data can play an important role in business. 1) Mining profitable shopping behaviour in retail business: In 2012 Walmart generated more than 2.5 petabytes of data relating to more than 1 million customer transactions every hour [6]. From such a huge dataset, finding the most profitable shopping behaviour is a critical business need. Such patterns are important in making business decisions for maximizing revenue or minimizing marketing or inventory costs. These patterns may not be discovered by traditional approaches since they discover patterns based on frequency than the profit of a pattern. 2) Mining user reading behaviour in a news portal: In January 2015, the total number of news portal visitors in top-10 news portals varies from 130 million to 50 million [7]. From such big datasets, modeling users’ reading behavior is a major way to obtain a deep insight into the users. Reading behaviour patterns can be used to build a news recommendation and can also improve the portal design and e-business strategies. However, traditional frequency-based approaches may not discover such patterns since they do not take the user’s interest into account. 3) Mining disease-related gene sequences in biosequence datasets: The size of a single sequenced human genome is approximately 200 gigabytes [8]. Identifying potential gene regulations that occur in a period of time with respect to a disease is important for biologists. Such patterns provide important information on the relative levels of expression of thousands of genes among samples. However, the frequency alone may not be informative enough to discover such sequences. For example, some genes are more important than others in causing a particular disease and some genes are more effective than others in fighting diseases.

While much work has been conducted on big data analytics [9], mining high utility sequential patterns from big data has received little attention. When dealing with a considerably large number of sequences (e.g., the above examples) whose information may not be entirely loaded into main memory, most existing HUSP mining algorithms cannot efficiently complete the mining process. Thus, existing algorithms are not suitable for handling big data.

Mining HUSPs from big data is not an easy task due to the following challenges. First, with the exponential growth of data in different domains, it is impossible or prohibitively costly to execute HUSP mining algorithms
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While much work has been conducted on big data analytics [9], mining high utility sequential patterns from big data has received little attention. When dealing with a considerably large number of sequences (e.g., the above examples) whose information may not be entirely loaded into main memory, most existing HUSP mining algorithms cannot efficiently complete the mining process. Thus, existing algorithms are not suitable for handling big data.

Mining HUSPs from big data is not an easy task due to the following challenges. First, with the exponential growth of data in different domains, it is impossible or prohibitively costly to execute HUSP mining algorithms
on a single machine. Developing a parallel and distributed algorithm is the key to solving the problem. However, in order to implement a parallel algorithm, we need to address several issues such as how to decompose the search space, how to minimize communication overhead and how to deal with scalability problems. Second, a HUSP mining method needs to compute the utility of a candidate pattern over the entire set of input sequences in a sequence database. In a distributed platform, if the input sequences are distributed over various worker nodes, the local utility of a sequence in the partition at a worker node is not much useful for deciding whether the given pattern is a HUSP or not. Hence, we need to design a mechanism to aggregate the local utility of a pattern in various nodes into a global value so that we can calculate the utility of a pattern efficiently. Third, high utility sequential pattern analysis in big data faces the critical combinatorial explosion of search space caused by sequencing among sequence elements. Thus, pruning search space without losing HUSPs is critical for efficient mining of HUSPs. However, pruning search space in HUSP mining is more difficult than that in frequent sequential pattern mining because the downward closure property does not hold for the utility of sequences. That is, the utility of a sequence may be higher than, equal to, or lower than its super-sequences and sub-sequences [5], [4]. Thus, many search space pruning techniques that rely on the downward closure property cannot be directly used for mining HUSPs.

Motivated by the above challenges, we propose a parallel and distributed high utility sequential pattern mining algorithm called BigHUSP to mine HUSPs from big data. To the best of our knowledge, this topic has not been addressed so far. At a high-level, BigHUSP is designed and developed based on the Apache Spark [10] platform and takes advantage of several merit properties of Spark such as distributed in-memory processing, fault recovery and high scalability. We also propose a number of novel strategies to effectively prune the search space and unnecessary intermediate patterns in a distributed manner, which reduce computational and communication costs drastically. We prove that the proposed pruning strategies do not miss any HUSPs. Moreover, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Experimental results verify that BigHUSP significantly outperforms baseline methods and efficiently mines HUSPs from big data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the related work. Section III presents preliminaries and the problem statement. The propose framework is discussed in Section IV. We report our experimental results in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

High utility pattern mining has been studied recently [5], [4], [11]. The concept of HUSP mining was first proposed by Ahmed et al [5]. They proposed two algorithms, called UL and US, for mining HUSPs. UL is a level-wise candidate generation-and-testing algorithm and US is a pattern growth method. Shie et al. [12] proposed a framework for mining HUSPs in a mobile environment. The framework can only handle sequences with a single item in each sequence element. Ahmed et al. proposed efficient algorithms for mining high utility access sequences from web log data [13], which also only considered single-item sequences. Yin et al. [4] proposed the USpan algorithm for mining HUSPs. In this study, a lexicographic tree was used to extract the complete set of high utility sequential patterns and designed mechanisms for expanding the tree with two pruning strategies. Most recently, Alkan et al [14] proposed a tighter upper bound called Cumulated Rest of Match (CRoM) to prune search space before candidate pattern generation. They also proposed an algorithm called HuspExt to find HUSP by calculating the utilities of the child patterns based on that of parents. Although these algorithms are efficient for mining HUSPs from a centralized database using a single machine, they have not been parallelized for handling big data and also their proposed pruning strategies are not applicable to a distributed environment. Lin et al [15] proposed a method to mine high utility itemsets in big data, where the sequential ordering of itemsets is not considered. The addition of ordering information makes the pattern mining problem fundamentally different and much more challenging than mining high utility itemsets.

Many distributed algorithms have been proposed to mine frequent sequential patterns. Most of these approaches partition data into many small batches and mine the patterns in parallel with multiple machines [16], [17], [18]. Although these algorithms work in a distributed manner, each machine has to share data through communication with one another, thus suffering from a high mining overhead. On the other hand, some researchers designed algorithms on the cloud computing environment [19], [20]. However, most of the existing methods require numerous rounds of MapReduce jobs, thus cause the load unbalancing problem and suffer from high cost of MapReduce initialization. In addition, all these methods are for finding frequent sequential patterns and do not consider a business objective to discover patterns. Hence, some useful infrequent patterns with high utility may be missed.

To the best of our knowledge, existing methods for mining HUSPs do not address the issues of mining HUSPs in big data, and previous methods in big data do not find high utility sequential patterns. So far, no study has been conducted to learn high utility sequential patterns in big data, which is more challenging than finding frequent sequences due to the fact that the sequence utility does not satisfy the downward closure property.
III. Preliminaries and Problem Statement

A. Distributed Platform

Apache Spark was proposed as a framework to support iterative algorithms efficiently [10]. The Spark engine runs in a variety of environments like Hadoop\(^1\), Mesos clusters\(^2\) and IBM Platform Conductor for Spark\(^3\) and it has been used in a wide range of data processing applications. The main key concept in Spark is the resilient distributed dataset (RDD). RDD enables us to save great efforts for fitting into the MapReduce framework and also improves the processing performance. In this paper, we use Spark on top of IBM Platform Conductor that is an enterprise-grade, multi-tenant resource manager. IBM Platform Conductor allows organizations to run multiple instances of Spark frameworks simultaneously on a shared infrastructure for the best time to results and resource utilization through its efficient resource scheduling.

B. Problem Statement

Let \( I^* = \{ I_1, I_2, \cdots, I_N \} \) be a set of items. A sequence \( S \) is an ordered list of itemsets \( \langle X_1, X_2, \cdots, X_Z \rangle \), where \( Z \) is the size of \( S \). The length of \( S \) is defined as \( \sum_{i=1}^{Z} |X_i| \). An \( L \)-sequence is a sequence of length \( L \). A sequence database \( D \) consists of a set of sequences \( \{ S_1, S_2, \cdots, S_K \} \), in which each sequence \( S_r \) has a unique sequence identifier \( r \) and consists of an ordered list of itemsets \( IS_{d_1}, IS_{d_2}, \cdots, IS_{d_m} \), where each itemset \( IS_{d_i} \) has a unique global identifier \( d_i \). An itemset \( IS_{d_i} \) is also denoted as \( S_{d_i} \).

Definition 1: (Super-sequence and sub-sequence) Sequence \( \alpha = \langle X_1, X_2, \cdots, X_i \rangle \) is a sub-sequence of sequence \( \beta = \langle X_1, X_2, \cdots, X_j \rangle \) (\( i \leq j \)) or equivalently \( \beta \) is a super-sequence of \( \alpha \) if there exist integers \( 1 \leq e_1 < e_2 < \cdots \leq e_i \leq j \) such that \( X_1 \subseteq X_{e_1}, X_2 \subseteq X_{e_2}, \cdots, X_i \subseteq X_{e_i} \) (denoted as \( \alpha \leq \beta \)).

Definition 2: (External utility and internal utility) Each item \( I \in I^* \) is associated with a positive number \( p(I) \), called the external utility (e.g., price/unit profit). In addition, each item \( I \) in itemset \( X_d \) of sequence \( S_r \) (i.e., \( S_{d_i} \)) has a positive number \( q(I, S_{d_i}) \), called its internal utility (e.g., quantity) of \( I \) in \( X_d \) or \( S_{d_i} \).

Definition 3: (Utility of an item in an itemset of a sequence \( S_r \)) The utility of an item \( I \) in an itemset \( X_d \) of a sequence \( S_r \) is defined as \( u(I, S_{d_i}) = f_u(p(I), q(I, S_{d_i})) \), where \( f_u \) is the function for calculating utility of item \( I \) based on internal and external utilities. For simplicity, without loss of generality, we define the utility function as \( f_u(p(I), q(I, S_{d_i})) = p(I) \cdot q(I, S_{d_i}) \).

Definition 4: (Utility of an itemset in an itemset of a sequence \( S_r \)) Given itemset \( X \), the utility of \( X \) in the itemset \( X_d \) of the sequence \( S_r \) where \( X \subseteq X_d \), is defined as \( u(X, S_{d_i}) = \sum_{I \in X} u(I, S_{d_i}) \).

Definition 5: (Occurrence of a sequence \( \alpha \) in a sequence \( S_r \)) Given a sequence \( S_r = \langle S_{d_1}, S_{d_2}, \cdots, S_{d_m} \rangle \) and a sequence \( \alpha = \langle X_1, X_2, \cdots, X_Z \rangle \) where \( S_{d_i} \) and \( X_1 \) are itemsets, \( \alpha \) occurs in \( S_r \) if there exist integers \( 1 \leq e_1 < e_2 < \cdots < e_Z \leq n \) such that \( X_1 \subseteq S_{e_1}, X_2 \subseteq S_{e_2}, \cdots, X_Z \subseteq S_{e_Z} \). The ordered list of itemsets \( \langle S_{e_1}, S_{e_2}, \cdots, S_{e_Z} \rangle \) is called an occurrence of \( \alpha \) in \( S_r \). The set of all occurrences of \( \alpha \) in \( S_r \) is denoted as \( OccSet(\alpha, S_r) \).

Definition 6: (Utility of a sequence \( \alpha \) in a sequence \( S_r \)) Let \( \tilde{\alpha} = \langle S_{e_1}^{r}, S_{e_2}^{r}, \cdots, S_{e_Z}^{r} \rangle \) be an occurrence of \( \alpha = \langle X_1, X_2, \cdots, X_Z \rangle \) in the sequence \( S_r \). The utility of \( \alpha \) w.r.t. \( \alpha \) is defined as \( su(\alpha, \tilde{\alpha}) = \sum_{i=1}^{Z} u(X_i, S_{e_i}^{r}) \). The utility of \( \alpha \) in \( S_r \) is defined as \( su(\alpha, S_r) = \max\{su(\alpha, \tilde{\alpha}) \mid \tilde{\alpha} \in OccSet(\alpha, S_r)\} \).

Figure 1(a) shows a sequence database with five sequences. The utility of the itemset \( \{ac\} \) in \( S_2 \) is \( u(\{ac\}, S_2) = u(a, S_2) + u(c, S_2) = 4 \times 2 + 1 \times 1 = 9 \). Given \( \alpha = \{a\} \{c\} \), the set of all occurrences of the sequence \( \alpha \) in \( S_1 \) is \( OccSet(\alpha, S_1) = \{\tilde{\alpha}_1 : \langle S_1^{r}, S_2^{r} \rangle, \tilde{\alpha}_2 : \langle S_1^{r}, S_3^{r} \rangle\} \), hence the utility of \( \alpha \) in \( S_1 \) is \( su(\alpha, S_1) = \max\{su(\alpha, \tilde{\alpha}_1), su(\alpha, \tilde{\alpha}_2)\} = \{5, 7\} = 7 \).

Let \( D \) be a sequence database and \( D_1, D_2, ..., D_m \) are partitions of \( D \) such that \( D = \{D_1 \cup D_2 \cup ... \cup D_m\} \) and \( \forall \{D_i, D_j\} \in D, D_i \cap D_j = \emptyset \). We have the following definitions:

Definition 7: (Local utility of a sequence \( \alpha \) in a partition \( D_i \)) The local utility of a sequence \( \alpha \) in the partition \( D_i \) is defined as \( su_L(\alpha, D_i) = \sum_{S_r \in D_i} su(\alpha, S_r) \).

Definition 8: (Global utility of a sequence \( \alpha \) in a sequence database \( D \)) The global utility of a sequence \( \alpha \) in \( D \) is defined and denoted as \( su_G(\alpha, D) = \sum_{D_i \subseteq D} su_L(\alpha, D_i) \).

Accordingly, the total utility of a partition \( D_i \) is defined as \( U_{D_i} = \sum_{S_r \in D_i} su(S_r, \alpha) \). The total utility of a sequence database \( D \) is defined as \( U_D = \sum_{D_i \subseteq D} U_{D_i} \).

Definition 9: (Local High Utility Sequential Pattern (L-HUSP)) Given a utility threshold \( \delta \) in percentage, a sequence \( \alpha \) is a local high utility sequential pattern in the partition \( D_i \), if \( su_L(\alpha, D_i) \geq \delta \cdot U_{D_i} \).

Definition 10: (Global High Utility Sequential Pattern (G-HUSP)) Given a utility threshold \( \delta \) in percentage, a sequence \( \alpha \) is a global high utility sequential pattern in sequence database \( D \), if \( su_G(\alpha, D) \geq \delta \cdot U_D \).

Problem Statement. Given a minimum utility threshold \( \delta \) (in percentage) and a sequence database \( D \), our problem of distributed and parallel high utility sequential pattern mining from big data \( D \) is to discover the complete set of subsequences of itemsets whose global utility in \( D \) is no less than \( \delta \cdot U_D \) by parallel mining of partitions of \( D \) over a
According to Lemma 1 if \( \alpha \) is not a high GSWU, there will be no HUSP containing \( \alpha \). For example in Figure 1, given pattern \( \alpha = \{\{b\}\{a\}\} \) and \( \text{minUtil} = 90 \), according to Definition 11, \( \text{GSWU}(\alpha, D) = 36 + 44 + 0 = 80 \). According to the above lemma, since \( \text{GSWU}(\alpha) < 90 \), hence \( \text{su}(\alpha, D) \leq \text{GSWU}(\alpha, D) < 90 \), \( \alpha \) is not a HUSP. Moreover, all of its super sequences such as \( \beta = \{b\}\{a\}\{a\} \), are not HUSPs. Because, \( \text{su}(\beta, D) \leq \text{GSWU}(\beta, D) \) and \( \text{GSWU}(\beta, D) = 44 < \text{GSWU}(\alpha) < 90 \).

IV. MINING HIGH UTILITY SEQUENTIAL PATTERNS FROM BIG DATA

In this section, we propose an efficient algorithm called BigHUSP for discovering HUSPs in big data. BigHUSP takes a sequence database \( D \) and a minimum utility threshold \( \delta \) as inputs and outputs the complete set of G-HUSPs in \( D \). Figure 2 shows an overview of BigHUSP. In the initialization phase, BigHUSP uses a MapReduce step to compute the GSWU value for each item and identify unpromising items, that is, items whose GSWU is less than the minimum utility threshold (which cannot form a HUSP). By pruning the unpromising items from the matrices, the search space becomes significantly smaller. In the \( L \)-HUSP mining phase, BigHUSP employs an existing HUSP mining algorithm on each partition of data to mine local HUSPs. Later, G-HUSPs can be found by calculating the utility of each L-HUSP over all the partitions. Since the number of L-HUSPs can be large, before calculating the utility of each L-HUSP, in the PG-HUSP (potential G-HUSP) generation phase, L-HUSPs which cannot become a G-HUSP are pruned using a novel overestimate utility model and the rest of them are considered as potential G-HUSPs. Finally, the global utility of each PG-HUSP is calculated and all the G-HUSPs are returned in the G-HUSP mining phase.

A. Initialization

In this phase, the input sequence database is split into several partitions and each mapper is fed with a partition. A mapper converts a sequence into an efficient data structure called utility matrix to maintain some utility information.
so that BigHUSP can fast retrieve the utility values in later phases and does not need to process the original data anymore. In this phase, we also find items which cannot form a HUSP (i.e., unpromising items). Later, BigHUSP prunes these items to reduce the search space efficiently. This phase contains two main stages:

1) **Map stage**: given a partition, each mapper constructs a utility matrix (UM) for each input sequence in the partition. UM is an efficient data structure to keep the required information to mine L-HUSP from the partition. This representation makes the mining process faster since the utility values can be calculated more efficiently. Each element in the matrix consists of an item and a few tuples, one per itemset in the sequence where a tuple contains two values: (1) the utility of item in the itemset, and (2) the remaining utility of the rest of items in the sequence with respect to the item. The remaining utility values are used in L-HUSP mining phase to prune the search space. Figure 1(b) shows the utility matrix of sequence $S_3$ in the partition $D_2$ presented in Figure 1(a). For example, given item $b$ in the second itemset of $S_3$, $u(b,S_3^2) = 5 \times 3 = 15$ and its remaining utility is $\{u(c,S_3^2) + u(a,S_3^1) + u(c,S_3^1)\} = 8$. Once the UMs are constructed, they are maintained in RDD for later use.

Not every item in the database can form a HUSP. Hence, we use LSWU and GSWU to find items which cannot form a HUSP (i.e., unpromising items). Each mapper calculates LSWU value of each item in a partition and outputs a key-value pair (item, LSWU (item, $D_i$)), where the value is the LSWU of item in partition $D_i$.

2) **Reduce stage**: the output with the same key (i.e., item) is sent to the same reducer. A reducer calculates GSWU of each item by summing up the LSWU values of the same item. After GSWU values are calculated, each reducer returns the items whose GSWU value is less than the minimum utility threshold as unpromising items. The results of reducers are collected and maintained in RDD to update UMs in the next phase.

B. L-HUSP Mining

In this phase, all the unpromising items are pruned from the matrices in each partition to reduce the search space. Then, since it is not possible to build the search space over the entire data to find G-HUSPs, this phase builds the local search spaces and finds local HUSPs. Later G-HUSPs are discovered from the L-HUSPs found in this phase. It consists of two consecutive map transformations as follows.

**Map transformation 1**: given the original UMs and the set of unpromising items obtained from the initialization phase, each mapper prunes the unpromising items from each UM. The updated UMs are output by the mappers and stored in RDD.

Given set of updated UMs, there are two general approaches to mine local HUSPs. The first approach is to discover L-HUSPs by iteratively executing MapReduce rounds as follows. Initially, a variable $k$ is set to zero. In the $k$-th iteration, all the L-HUSPs of length $k$ are discovered by performing a MapReduce pass. In the map task, the candidates with length $(k + 1)$ are generated using the $k$-sequence obtained from the previous MapReduce iteration, and in the reducer, the true utility of generated candidates are calculated and $(k+1)$-sequences are discovered. However, this approach suffers from excessive communications overheads during the mining phase between MapReduce tasks. The most challenging problem to mine G-HUSPs in a distributed environment is how to avoid the excessive communication overheads among nodes and yet discover the complete set of G-HUSPs. The second approach is to find all patterns in a partition that has a non-zero utility value in the map phase of the mining, and then in the reduce phase, it decides whether
a pattern is a G-HUSP by aggregating its utility computed in all partitions from different computing nodes. However, due to the combinatorial number of possible sequences, this is an infeasible approach especially for big data. Instead, we design the second map transformation to find only L-HUSPs in each partition.

Map transformation 2: given a minimum utility threshold \( \delta \), a partition \( D_i \) as a set of updated UMs and total utility \( U_{D_i} \), BigHUSP applies USpan [4] to find a set of L-HUSPs whose utility is no less than \( \delta \times U_{D_i} \).

Each mapper outputs the local HUSPs as a pair of \( \langle Pat, \langle D_i, utility \rangle \rangle \) where \( D_i \) is the partition id and utility is the utility of pattern \( Pat \) in \( D_i \). The pairs are stored in RDD for later use.

Below we first prove that, given a non-zero minimum utility threshold, if a pattern is not an L-HUSP in any of the partitions, it will not be a G-HUSP.

Lemma 2: Given a sequence database \( D \) and \( m \) non-overlapped partitions \( \{D_1, D_2, ..., D_m\} \) and the minimum utility threshold \( \delta \), a sequence pattern \( \alpha \) is not a G-HUSP, if \( \forall D_i \subseteq D, su_{L}(\alpha, D_i) < \delta \cdot U_{D_i} \).

Proof: We prove the lemma by contradiction. Assume that \( \alpha \) is not an L-HUSP, but it is a G-HUSP.

According to Definition 9, we have, \( \forall D_i, su_{L}(\alpha, D_i) \leq \delta \times U_{D_i} \).

Hence it is a contradiction with equation 1. 

According to this lemma, by mining L-HUSPs, we do not miss any G-HUSPs.

C. PG-HUSP Generation

In order to find G-HUSPs, we need to calculate the global utility of each L-HUSP found in the previous phase. Since the number of L-HUSP can be large, we first define potential G-HUSP (i.e., PG-HUSP) and prune all L-HUSPs which are not PG-HUSPs.

Definition 13: (Maximum utility of a sequence \( \alpha \) in a partition \( D_i \)) Given a minimum utility threshold \( \delta \) and the partition \( D_i \), the maximum utility of \( \alpha \) in \( D_i \) is defined as follows:

\[
MAS(\alpha, D_i) = \begin{cases} 
su_{L}(\alpha, D_i), & \text{if } su_{L}(\alpha, D_i) \geq \delta \cdot U_{D_i} \\
\delta \cdot U_{D_i}, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

Definition 14: Maximum utility of a sequence \( \alpha \) in a sequence database \( D \) is defined as follows: \( MAS(\alpha, D) = \sum_{D_i \subseteq D} MAS(\alpha, D_i) \)

Algorithm 1 Utility Calculation

Input: curNode, UMSet_{D_i}, \( \alpha \), idx, CType
Output: \( \langle \alpha, su(\alpha, D_i) \rangle \)

1: if \( \alpha \) is the pattern presented by curNode then
2: return \( \langle \alpha, curNode.utility \rangle \)
3: end if
4: Create node \( N \) as a child of curNode
5: if CType[idx] = 'T' then
6: N.Pattern ← curNode.Pattern ⊕ \( \alpha \)[idx] 
7: N.Utility ← Call 1-Step using curNode.Pattern, \( \alpha \)[idx] and UMSet_{D_i}
8: else if CType[idx] = 'S' then
9: N.Pattern ← curNode.Pattern ⊕ \( \alpha \)[idx]
10: N.Utility ← Call 1-Step using curNode.Pattern, \( \alpha \)[idx] and UMSet_{D_i}
11: end if
12: return Algorithm 1 (N, UMSet_{D_i}, \( \alpha \), idx + 1, CType)

Lemma 3: The maximum utility of sequence \( \alpha \) in a sequence database \( D \) is an upper bound of the true utility of \( \alpha \) in \( D \).

Proof: According to Definition 9, if \( \alpha \) is not a L-HUSP in a partition \( D_i \), \( su_{L}(\alpha, D_i) < \delta \cdot U_{D_i} \).

Let \( D^1 \) be the set of partitions in \( D \) where \( \alpha \) is an L-HUSP and \( D^2 \) be the set of partitions in \( D \) where \( \alpha \) is not an L-HUSP. Considering Definition 13 and Definition 14:

\[
su_{L}(\alpha, D) = \sum_{D_i \subseteq D^1} su_{L}(\alpha, D_i) = \sum_{D_i \subseteq D^2} su_{L}(\alpha, D_i) + \sum_{D_i \subseteq D^2} \delta \cdot U_{D_i} = MAS(\alpha, D)
\]

Hence \( MAS(\alpha, D) \) is an upper bound of the true utility of \( \alpha \) in \( D \).

Definition 15: (Potential Global High Utility Sequential Pattern (PG-HUSP)) Given a minimum utility threshold \( \delta \) and a sequence database \( D \), \( \alpha \) is called PG-HUSP iff: \( MAS(\alpha, D) \geq \delta \cdot U_{D_i} \).

Given set of L-HUSPs, the PG-HUSP generation phase finds all PG-HUSPs in one reduce stage.

Reduce stage: the L-HUSPs having the same key (i.e., pattern) are collected into the same reducer. Let \( \alpha \) be an L-HUSP in reducer \( R \). If the pair \( \langle \alpha, \langle D_i, utility \rangle \rangle \) exists, then \( MAS(\alpha, D) \) is increased by utility value. Otherwise, it adds \( \delta \cdot U_{D_i} \) as the maximum utility of \( \alpha \) in \( D_i \). All the patterns whose \( MAS \) value is no less than the threshold are returned as PG-HUSPs.

D. G-HUSP Mining

Given the set of PG-HUSPs (i.e., PG-Set), the G-HUSP mining phase calculates the global utility of each pattern in PG-Set and discovers G-HUSPs.

Map stage: each mapper calculates the local utility of all patterns in PG-Set as follows. If a pattern \( \alpha \in PG-Set \) is an L-HUSP in partition \( D_i \), then its utility has already been calculated in the L-HUSP mining phase and the mapper...
returns the pair \( \langle \alpha, \{D_i, \text{utility}\}\rangle \). Otherwise, the mapper calculates \( \alpha \)’s utility. We design a pattern-growth algorithm that traverses the minimum search space to calculate the utility of \( \alpha \) in a partition. Below we first provide some definitions and then describe the proposed algorithm to calculate the utility of \( \alpha \).

Similar to the other pattern-growth approaches [4], the search space is a lexical sequence tree, where each non-root node represents a sequence of itemsets. Each node at the first level under the root is a sequence of length 1, a node on the second level represents a 2-sequence and so on. Each non-root node of the tree has two fields: (1) Pattern: the pattern presented by the node, and (2) Utility: the utility of the pattern for all the sequences in the database. There are two types of patterns presented by nodes in the tree:

**Definition 16: (I-concatenate Sequence)** Given a sequence pattern \( \alpha \), an I-concatenate pattern \( \beta \) represents a sequence generated by adding an item \( I \) into the last itemset of \( \alpha \) (denoted as \( \alpha \oplus I \)).

**Definition 17: (S-concatenate Sequence)** Given a sequence \( \alpha \), an S-concatenate pattern \( \beta \) represents a sequence generated by adding a 1-itemset \{I\} after the last itemset of \( \alpha \) (denoted as \( \alpha \oplus \{I\} \)).

I-concatenate and S-concatenate sequences are generated using sequence-extension step (S-step) and itemset-extension step (I-step) respectively. We demonstrate I-step and S-step procedures of pattern \( \alpha = \{a\} \) with sequence \( S_3 \) in Figure 1 (b). We start from the I-Step. Given the pattern \( \alpha \) and item \( I = b \), in order to form \( \beta = \{ab\} \) and calculate its utility, USpan applies I-step as follows. According to Figure 1 (b), only itemset \( S_3^2 \) has \( b \) which is \( (15,8) \) can be used to form sequence \( \beta \). The utility of \( \beta \) is the utility of \( su(\alpha, S_3) \) plus the newly added item’s utilities \( su(b, S_3^2) \). Therefore, \( su(\beta, S_3) = \{23\} \). Given pattern \( \alpha = \{ab\} \) and \( I = c \), to construct pattern \( \beta = \{abc\} \) and calculate its utility, S-step works as follows. Since itemset \( \{c\} \) must occur in any itemset after \( \alpha \) occurs, the only case for itemset \( \{c\} \) is in \( S_3^3 \). Hence, \( su(\beta, S_3) = \{23 + 3\} = 26 \).

A mapper calculates \( \alpha \)’s utility by calling Algorithm 1. Given partition \( D_i \), Algorithm 1 is designed such that a minimum required search space is traversed to calculate utility of a pattern in \( D_i \). Algorithm 1 takes the following parameters as inputs: (1) curNode: the current node in the search space. The initial value is root node which is an empty node. (2) UMSet\(D_i\) is the set of UMs in \( D_i \). (3) \( \alpha \) is a PG-HUSP and presented as a list of items. (4) id\(x\): an index pointing at the current item in \( \alpha \) and its initial value is zero. (5) CType is an array representing the types of concatenation in the sequence \( \alpha \). Each element value is either I for I-concatenate pattern or S for S-concatenate pattern.

Figure 3 shows how BigHUSP calculates the local utility of pattern \( \alpha = \{b\}\{ac\} \) in \( D_2 \) in Figure 1. It starts by an empty sequence (e.g., \( \beta \)) and the utility value equals zero. Since the first item in \( \alpha \) is \( b \), \( \beta \) is extended by the itemset \{b\} to form S-concatenate pattern \( \beta = \{b\} \). Iteratively, \( \beta \) is extended by items in \( \alpha \) until all the items in \( \alpha \) are added to \( \beta \). In each iteration, the utility of the extended sequence is calculated using UMs in the partition. For example, the utility of \( \beta = \{b\} \otimes \{a\} \) in \( D_2 \) is calculated as follows. According to Figure 1(b), \( OccSet(\{b\}, S_3) = \{S_3^1, S_3^2\} \) and \( OccSet(\{a\}, S_3) = \{S_3^2, S_3^3\} \). Since itemset \( \{a\} \) must occur in any itemset after \( \{b\} \) occurs, the utility of \( \beta \) is:

\[
\text{su}(\beta, S_3) = \max(\{u(\{b\}, S_3^1) + u(\{a\}, S_3^2), \{u(\{b\}, S_3^1) + u(\{a\}, S_3^3)\}) = \max(9 + 8, 9 + 4) = 19.
\]

**Reduce stage:** Given a set of PG-HUSPs and their utility values, the pairs with same pattern (which is the key) will be sent to the same reducer. The input is in the form of (pattern, utility) where the utility is the local utility generated by mappers. After all PG-HUSPs are read, the reducer sums up the utility of each pattern. All the patterns whose total utility is no less than the threshold are returned as G-HUSPs.

**Theorem 1:** Given a sequence database \( D \), if a pattern \( \alpha \) is among the global high utility sequential patterns, it is returned by BigHUSP.

**Proof:** We prove the theorem by showing that the proposed pruning strategies in BigHUSP never miss a global high utility sequential pattern.

1) **Pruning unpromising items:** unpromising items are found using the proposed overestimate utility model (i.e., GSWU). According to Lemma 1, GSWU has the downward closure property. That is, if the GSWU value of an item is less than the threshold, not only the utility of the item but also the utility of all sequences contain the item is less than the threshold and they are not G-HUSP. Hence, we do not miss any G-HUSP by pruning such items.

2) **L-HUSP mining:** Instead of finding all patterns in a partition that has a non-zero utility value, we discover local high utility sequential patterns. According to Lemma 1, pruning local low utility sequential patterns will not cause missing any global high utility sequential patterns. Hence, no G-HUSP will be missed during L-HUSP mining.

3) **PG-HUSP discovery:** In the third phase of BigHUSP, the patterns whose maximum utility value (i.e., MAS) is less than the threshold will be pruned. Since the maximum utility value of a pattern is an upper bound of the true utility of the pattern, if its MAS value is less than the threshold, its utility will be certainly less than the threshold (See Lemma 3). Consequently, pruning the patterns whose MAS value is less than the threshold will not miss any G-HUSP.

Since USpan is an exact method to find all true HUSPs in a single node [4] and the proposed pruning strategies do not miss any G-HUSP, if \( \alpha \) is among the global high utility sequential patterns, it will be returned by BigHUSP.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental environment contains one master node and six worker nodes. Each node is equipped with Intel Xeon 2.6 Ghz (each 12 core) and 128 GB main memory and the Spark 1.6.0 is used with IBM Platform Conductor for Spark.

We evaluate our algorithms on two real datasets: Globe and Chainstore. The Globe dataset was obtained from a Canadian news agency (The Globe and Mail), which is a web clickstream dataset and contains 600K sequences and 24770 distinct articles. The dataset was created based on a random sample of users visiting The Globe and Mail during a six months period in 2014. Given a news article nw and a user usr, the internal utility of nw with respect to usr is defined as the browsing time (in seconds) that usr spent on nw. In addition, the external utility of nw is defined as:

\[ p(nw) = \frac{1}{accessDate(nw) - releasedDate(nw) + 1}, \]

where accessDate is the date that usr clicks on nw and releasedDate is the released date of nw. Note that 1 in the denominator is added to avoid zero division. The Chainstore dataset consists of 3000K customer buying sequences and 46086 distinct items which already contains internal and external utilities. We also evaluate our algorithm on synthetic datasets. Two synthetic datasets synthDS1:D2000K-C10-T3-S4-I3-N10K and synthDS2:DB-D4000KC15T2.5S4I2.25N10K are generated by the IBM data generator [22]. The number of sequences in synthDS1 (synthDS2) is 2000K(4000K), the average number of transactions in a sequence is 10(15), the average number of items in a transaction is 3(2.5), the average length of a maximal pattern consists of 4(4) itemsets and each itemset is composed of 3(2.5) items average. The number of items in the dataset is 10k(10k). We follow previous studies [5], [23] to generate internal and external utilities of items in the synthetic datasets. The external utility of each item is generated between 1 and 100 by using a log-normal distribution and the internal utilities of items in a transaction are randomly generated between 1 and 100.

In the experiments, we use the following performance measures: (1) Run time: the total execution time of a method to find HUSPs in big data, and (2) Number of Candidates: the number of intermediate candidates produced by the algorithms.

---

4 http://www.theglobeandmail.com/
Table 1
EXECUTION TIME ON THE DIFFERENT DATASETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>( m ) (%)</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Basic Basic</th>
<th>Basic SA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globe</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>9.24</td>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>9.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>9.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>14.30</td>
<td>14.40</td>
<td>14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>37.60</td>
<td>37.70</td>
<td>37.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>15.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>19.90</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>20.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>25.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>34.60</td>
<td>34.70</td>
<td>34.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>38.90</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>39.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>13.20</td>
<td>13.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>16.40</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>16.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>20.60</td>
<td>20.70</td>
<td>20.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>23.80</td>
<td>23.90</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>12.30</td>
<td>12.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>synthDS1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>14.30</td>
<td>14.40</td>
<td>14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>15.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>19.90</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>20.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>25.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>34.60</td>
<td>34.70</td>
<td>34.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>38.90</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>39.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>13.20</td>
<td>13.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>16.40</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>16.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>20.60</td>
<td>20.70</td>
<td>20.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>23.80</td>
<td>23.90</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>12.30</td>
<td>12.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChainStore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>14.30</td>
<td>14.40</td>
<td>14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>15.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>19.90</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>20.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>25.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>34.60</td>
<td>34.70</td>
<td>34.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>38.90</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>39.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>13.20</td>
<td>13.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>16.40</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>16.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>20.60</td>
<td>20.70</td>
<td>20.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>23.80</td>
<td>23.90</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>12.30</td>
<td>12.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>synthDS2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>14.30</td>
<td>14.40</td>
<td>14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>15.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>19.90</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>20.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>25.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>34.60</td>
<td>34.70</td>
<td>34.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>38.90</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>39.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>13.20</td>
<td>13.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>16.40</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>16.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>20.60</td>
<td>20.70</td>
<td>20.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>23.80</td>
<td>23.90</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>12.30</td>
<td>12.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To the best of our knowledge, no method was proposed to mine HUSPs in big data. Our preliminary experiment showed that the existing methods (e.g., USpan) which were inherently designed for running on a single machine were not able to handle the above 4 datasets due to the out-of-memory problem and very long processing time. Therefore, we implemented two versions of BigHUSP as baseline methods: (1) a basic version of BigHUSP, called BigHUSP\(_{Basic}\), which does not apply the proposed pruning strategy to prune unpromising items and also L-HUSPs in the PG-HUSP generation phase, and (2) a stand alone version, called BigHUSP\(_{SA}\), which runs BigHUSP on a single node of the cluster and does not have the inter-node communication cost.

A. Number of Candidates

Figure 4 shows the results in terms of the number of generated intermediate candidates under different utility thresholds. In this figure, HUSPs presents the number of HUSPs found in the datasets for different minimum utility threshold values. As shown in Figure 4, BigHUSP produces much fewer candidates than BigHUSP\(_{Basic}\). On the larger datasets, i.e., synthDS1, ChainStore and synthDS2, the number of candidates grows quickly when the threshold decreases. The main reason why BigHUSP produces much fewer candidates is that it applies the proposed pruning strategies which avoid generating a large number of intermediate candidates during the mining process.

B. Time Efficiency of BigHUSP

Table I shows the execution time of the algorithms on each of the four datasets with different minimum utility thresholds. As it is shown in the Table I, BigHUSP is much faster than BigHUSP\(_{SA}\). For example, BigHUSP runs 25 times faster on the ChainStore dataset and more than 40 times faster than BigHUSP\(_{SA}\) on synthDS2. The average execution time of BigHUSP on Globe is 4 minutes, while that of BigHUSP\(_{SA}\) on the same dataset is close to 2 hours.

Besides, it can be observed that BigHUSP runs faster than BigHUSP\(_{Basic}\), as well. This performance asserts that the proposed pruning strategies to reduce the search space and communication costs are effective.

C. Scalability

In this section, we investigate the scalability of BigHUSP. To evaluate scalability, we first run BigHUSP on a fixed dataset using 2, 4, and 6 worker nodes. The results are shown in Figure 5. In this experiment, the threshold values for Globe, synthDS1, ChainStore and synthDS2 datasets are set to 0.06%, 0.03%, 0.07% and 0.07% respectively. BigHUSP showed linear scalability as the number of available machines is increased, meaning equally to decrease the run time for the mining task. The ability of BigHUSP to scale up can be related to efficiency of the proposed pruning strategies and the large number of partitions that can processed and mined independently with limited number of MapReduce jobs.

To further evaluate the scalability of BigHUSP, we also perform a weak scalability experiment for BigHUSP, in which we increased the number of available worker nodes (2, 4, 6) and the size of the sequence database (25%, 50%, 100% sequences of the dataset) simultaneously. Ideally, we expect the total run time remains constant as we increase the number of nodes and the size of the dataset simultaneously. As Figure 6 shows, the run time is almost constant. In this figure, an increase in run time is observed when the number of machines is 6. This is due to the fact that when the size of the input sequences is doubled, the number of output sequences increases more than twice.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a novel algorithm called BigHUSP for parallel and distributed mining of high utility sequential patterns from big data. BigHUSP uses multiple MapReduce-like steps to process the input data in parallel. It divides the input sequences into several partitions and processes each partition of the input sequence database independently. Two novel and distributed strategies are proposed to effectively prune the search space and greatly improve the performance of BigHUSP. Our experiments suggest that BigHUSP is orders of magnitude more efficient and scalable than baseline algorithms for high utility sequential pattern mining. For example, in our experiments, BigHUSP mined 4 million input sequences in less than half an hour on seven machines, while the baseline approaches took around 20 hours to return the results.
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